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BY Frances Button | EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Faith

  Faith is something every human being has. I’m not talking about religion, although the two 
concepts often coincide and overlap. Faith can belong to the atheist, too, and is more of a 
primal, positive instinct than one might think.

  Life experiences are often wrought on faith alone. A dependent child has faith that their parents 
will provide them with food, shelter and warmth. When you take a chance on something, it is 
described as taking ‘a leap of faith’. Loyal friends are ‘faithful companions’. 

Faith is an innate trust in someone or something. A relationship, a  deity, a doctor. Faith can 
be many things to different people. It can even be dangerous.

‘Blind faith’ is seen as something negative; the antithesis to President Reagan’s catchphrase ‘Trust, 
but verify.’ Taken from the Russian proverb ‘doveryai, no proveryai’, it speaks of the need to 
check a source of information, even if they have been known to be reliable. Humans are fallible 
creatures, and mistakenly putting your faith in something can lead to grave errors.

Religious faith can be complicated. It can be tested, and twisted, and contradicted. Faith can be 
as simple as a single, pure hope. Faith can move mountains.

Faith can be many things, and within these pages are stories and poems about just how versatile 
the concept can be. Read on and decide: what does faith mean to you?

Happy reading.

Editor’s notE: 

Faith is our last monthly issue. Opening Line is now taking submissions on a rolling 
quarterly basis. Our next theme is ‘The Anti-hero’. See pagE 21 for more details.
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Having Faith
Dealing with rejection

BY K.F. Goodacre | Feature Writer

   It’s a gut-wrenching feeling. You’ve spent months, 
maybe even years on the creation of your novel, and 
no one wants to know. You polished your manuscript 
until it shone, and proof-read your query letter until 
you thought your eyes would pop out.

And still... the answer is a resounding no.

Where do you go from there? 

Take it on the chin, Rocky. The fight isn’t over yet. 
As soul singer Otis Clay claimed, ‘the only way is up’. 
If you know your book is worth publication, then 
someone else, next month, next year, next decade, 
will see that too. Faith, hard work and perseverance is 
the key to success. Do not give up at this first hurdle. 
There will be plenty more where they came from, so 
jump over that small pile of rejection letters and keep 
running towards a book deal.

Let’s do this in steps...  
1... 2... 3...

Having faith that things will eventually turn out the 
way you want them isn’t enough. It rarely is, unless 

you’re Noah, and even he had to build a massive boat 
and collect pairs of animals who, quite frankly, would 
all eat each other if left in a confined space for too long. 
He had to put the work in and so do you. And you 
don’t have to build a mammoth ark. You just have to: 

STEP  1:
Frame the first rejection 

you receive

Why do such a crazy thing? I’ll tell you. That 
rejection letter is not a symbol of failure. That 
rejection letter is physical proof that you worked hard 
and wrote a book. Not only that, but you then 
bravely sent it out to be read and judged, and that is 
no small feat. That’s huge. Plus, when you’re a big-
shot author, it’ll keep you humble. And, if you’re the 
next J K Rowling, you can cackle hysterically as you 
look at it, rolling around in your piles of money, 
knowing that those publishers and agents? Boy, did 
they miss out.

STEP 2:
Be realistic

Okay, fess up. What did you do wrong?

Querying and submitting is a tricky business. Many 
manuscripts get rejected because they were submitted 
at the wrong time, to the wrong people, in the wrong 
format. Triple-checked that you ticked all the 
necessary boxes. I say triple-check, because you should 
have already double-checked all those details before 
you sent off the manuscript. 
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Be sensible. If the submission guidelines ask for the first 
three chapters and a chapter summary, don’t send the 
entire manuscript. Be professional. If the guidelines ask 
for a query letter, don’t send off a two line note saying 
‘Publish my book because it’s awesome. Do it now.’ 
Publishing is a business. Treat it like one. Don’t send 
mass loads of identical queries. Do your research and 
send the appropriate documents.

If you ticked all of those boxes, don’t think you can rest 
on your laurels. If the Ts and Is are crossed and dotted, 
that means your manuscript needs looking at. Come 
on, there’s still work to do.

Better yet, get someone else to check your manuscript 
for you. There are editors, proof readers, beta readers 
and all sorts of people out there, ready and willing 
to lend a hand and a pair of eyes. Fresh eyes on your 
manuscript, especially professional eyes, can pick up 
things that you’ve missed. 

There are many reasons a manuscript can be rejected. It 
might not be the ‘right fit’ for a publisher or agent, it 
might not be saleable because of its nature, or it simply 
might not be very good. Your job is to make sure that 
option C (and hopefully option B) don’t exist. 

Have honest, unbiased readers look at it and give you 
feedback. Perhaps you can even send it to a few free-
lance editors. They, after all, will know what agents 
and publishers look for in a novel, and will be able to 
provide valuable advice. It may make all the difference.

Once you have everything in place, this is the most 
important step. Try again. You’ve made changes, you’ve 
listened to advice, you’ve checked the submission 
guidelines a million times - you’ve made sure that you’re 
submitting to the right kind of publisher/agent, at a time 
when they are accepting queries and submission. Take 
that leap of faith again, and trust that some deserving 
agent or publisher will catch you.

KEEp your spirits up

Everyone has probably experienced being 
dumped at one time or another. Being rejected 
for a book deal is no different, really. Trying 
again is like diving back in the dating pool. 
Eventually, someone will notice and love your 
book, and you’ll find your novel’s publishing 
soulmate. In the meantime...

Every rejection deserves a wallow. Whether it’s five 
minutes or two days, take a break from what you’re 
doing and throw a massive sulk. Eat chocolate, have 
a Netflix marathon, have a dramatic crying session in 
a convenient rainstorm. Do something to relieve your 
disappointment, but then pick yourself up and move 
on. 

Follow Literary Rejections on Twitter (@LitRejections). 
This feed cheers me on and up daily. Sometimes, 
rejection can make you feel like the only person in 
the world who hasn’t published a book. Finding and 
following others that have experienced the same thing 

STEP 3:
Check your manuscript

STEP 4:
Try, try again (rinse, 

repeat)

WALLOW

LIT. REJECTION

https://twitter.com/LitRejections
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as you is heartening. You’re not alone. Laugh with the 
others. 

Try something new. Pick up that pen or computer. Write 
something different, something completely unlike the 
manuscript that was just rejected. It might be a poem, 
a short story or an outline for another full-blown novel, 
but it’ll give you perspective. The world has not stopped 
because your book was rejected, and your creativity isn’t 
limited to just one thing. The phrase is that everyone 
has at least one book in them, but if you’re a writer, you 
have thousands of stories, maybe more. 

Don’t let rejection turn you sour, or make you give up. 
You’ve come this far, but the journey is not over yet. 
Have faith you’ll go where you want to go, and you’ll 
eventually get there.

 
If you would like to pen an 

article for Opening Line, 
we accept topical musings 

as well as short stories, 
poems, novel excerpts and 

illustrations.

Our next issue will be 
THE ANTI-HERO

More details on  
www.openingline.org 

Please email: 
submissions@openingline.org

with your entry as an 
attachment.

   If you would like to hear more from K.F. Goodacre,  
             you can visit her website at  
                       www.kfgoodacre.com or  

                 follow her on Twitter @KFGoodacre

WRITE AGAIN

PICK YOURSELF UP

http://www.kfgoodacre.com
https://twitter.com/KFGoodacre
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BY Jimmi Campkin

The Artisan

     Helena met The Artisan under a tall cliff. The smooth contours of rock - scooped out and 
overhanging like a tidal wave - made a perfect arc for his back as he reclined, his stumpy and 
misshapen legs crossed in front of him, facing towards the incoming tide now just a few hours 
from arrival.  

 In his hands, he turned over a solid black gemstone. Cold and raw to the untrained, the 
warmth in the hands of The Artisan made it as malleable as wet clay. It rippled, like water sealed 
in plastic, bouncing light across its ridges as he pressed his thumbs into it; now shaped like a black 
egg, now a black heart, now a tear drop. 
 He looked up and smiled, handing her the gemstone gently. She took it in hesitant, cupped 
palms.  The moment it left The Artisan’s hands, it became rough and raw again. Heavier and 
covered with sharp points, grey scratches and marks like any other chipped lump of stone. The 
first time they’d met, he’d thrown it to her and the impact punctured her skin.  
 She observed it like a dangerous animal, keeping her hands as still as possible. He motioned 
to her, put it down on the ground, and she did with great care, the sharp edges sinking into the sand.  
Stepping around it respectfully, she followed The Artisan as he got to his feet and began to walk 
further along the narrowing beach.  
 After three meetings, it still surprised Helena how tall he appeared, despite his short, 
bowed legs. His torso was elongated, so that his hands only just reached his hips when he allowed 
his arms to relax. His head resembled the untouched gemstone; raw and sharp, perhaps even a 
little dangerous. Two bright grey eyes peered out like little dwarf suns – small compared to their 
supergiant cousins, but with a greater heat and density. 
 He’d promised to show her how to create and to shape.  
 Helena touched the stone that hung around her neck, the same kind of gemstone he’d 
warped and configured in his hands. This remained smooth and in the shape of a perfect circle. 
The Artisan had tooled it in such a way as to stay warm and not to revert back to its original form. 
No matter what the ambient temperature, it was a constant source of warmth against her chest, 
never throbbing but simply emitting heat.  The only change she’d noticed had been recent. In the 
past few days, she’d felt occasional clefts, like tiny fault lines that grazed and dragged against her 
skin. She’d made a note to mention it to him. 
 They continued walking, leaving civilisation far behind them.  The cliffs seemed to push 
them out, closer to the incoming shoreline. The Artisan seemed unconcerned, so Helena followed 
a half step behind him.  When she asked how much further, he looked over his shoulder and 
smiled again. 
 Ahead, Helena could see a sheer blade of rock like the bow of a ship pointing out to sea. The 
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Artisan started to jog towards it; she followed. The tide was beginning to lap around it but a series 
of small stepping stones shaped in a crescent led them around into a hidden bay.  Here the sand 
was a different colour to the rest of the beach they’d walked down – white but with black stripes.  
Helena tried to kick the sand out with her shoe but the stripes were as impenetrable as if behind a 
pane of glass.  Crouching down to pick up a handful, she was left with white sand falling between 
her fingers. 
 The Artisan made his way into the bay. The wide sweep of cliff formed an amphitheatre; 
from the air it would’ve resembled half a bullet hole. Not just the outcrop of rock they’d navigated, 
but the entire rock face was made from the gemstone, looking as though it had been worked.  
Helena pressed herself against it; it was smooth and warm.  As she tried to get up, she could feel 
the stone around her neck tugging as though being absorbed back into its natural home.  She took 
a step back, trying not to appear outwardly alarmed. She suddenly felt like an intruder. 
 Near the middle of the bay’s arc, a few feet from the bottom of the cliff, The Artisan stood 
by a huge jagged boulder, as long and tall as a bus.  An aggressive monolith, its presence jarred 
against the fluidity around it. Helena thought the scene resembled a beautifully carved statue with 
one unfinished arm just a mangled lump of unworked marble.  He gestured her to come over, 
waving his hands.  
 By the time she reached him, he was already gliding his hands over the rock, grasping every 
spike and protrusion as though conducting a strange orchestra. The rock began to respond to him.  
This is how it works, he said. Helena stood impotently next to him.  Here, he said brightly pointing 
to one of the gnarled corners, now it is your turn.  
 Helena began to drift her hands over it, trying to imitate his moves.  She felt a cold scratching 
on her palms.  Looking down at her hands, she flexed her fingers and felt pain.  When she held 
them up to the sun, Helena could see red welts criss-crossing her skin.  She started to bleed.
 The Artisan chuckled.  It is not easy for a beginner, he said.  You have to feel it.  You have to 
want it.  You have to control it.  He grasped a particularly lethal looking piece of the rock without 
even looking at it. Helena winced. The force should’ve impaled his hand, but instead it wilted.  
Without taking his eyes from hers, he smoothed it flat. You don’t believe, he said; firmly but not 
unkindly.  Come, we’ll finish this together before the tide catches us. His hands now flew across the 
rock with the enthusiasm of a frantic painter. 
 Helena picked the opposite side to him so as to remain hidden.  Her hands were stinging 
badly, but she closed her eyes and tried to believe.  Pressing her palms against the rock, she started 
muttering to herself. 
 Unbeknownst to her, The Artisan could hear and cocked an eyebrow.  
 As if in silent prayer, she kept moving her lips in devotional gibberish – I do believe, I do 
believe, I do believe.  The cold stone started to feel warm in her hands.  She opened her eyes and 
saw the raw, scratched face of rock was now smooth and shiny where she had been pressed against 
it. Just a patch, no larger than her hand, but it had changed.  
 She grinned and now started speaking aloud, spreading her hands further afield, eyes tightly 
shut.  I do believe, I do believe, I do believe.  The pain from her bleeding wounds now disappeared, 
the blood dry and flaking. Warmth crept up her hands, past her wrists and elbows.  Helena 
became lost in a trance, now dancing and swaying like a corn field on a windy day, for moments? 
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Minutes? Maybe more. 
 She snapped out of her reverie. The Artisan stood next to her with a proud smile on his 
face. The long boulder was now shaped in an almost perfect rectangle.  Four of the visible sides – 
the four worked by The Artisan – were perfect and smooth.  Helena’s side was bumpy but soft and 
black as coal.  In her state of excitement, she’d pushed her hand inside the stone up to her wrist.  
She paused, looking to her hand with the horror of someone who has punched a hole through the 
canvas of a masterpiece.  The Artisan showed no anger however.  Reaching inside the soft stone, 
he clasped her hand and brought it out. She looked at it incredulously, as he finished off her work 
smoothing out the rock flat.  Her hand was dry and without blemish, as though it had passed 
through sand or fine gravel. Compared to the sweat on her other palm, there was not a trace of 
moisture.  
 Come, said The Artisan, and he gestured towards the rock.  It’s finished.  We will walk through 
together.  
 Helena took a step backwards. The gemstone around her neck pricked at her skin.  
 I’ll come with you, he said.  Don’t be alarmed.  Take my hand. 
 Helena allowed her hand to be held. Looking numbly, she stepped towards the sheer face, 
closing her eyes.  She could feel The Artisan tugging on her. Into the rock he strode confidently, 
and she followed. 
 The feeling on her skin was like passing through water whilst covered in thin rubber.  The 
rock offered minimal resistance but was always there.  Her hearing was muffled to the outside, but 
pin sharp inside the rectangle.  Even the jangle of her earrings sounded like a church bell tolling.  
She opened her eyes and could see all around her tinted black – The Artisan beside her looking 
forward, the beach, the tide, the face of rock forming a sweep around them, the sky above.  
 With her free hand she tried to grab the stone around her neck but it had become like a 
slippery gel, constantly fighting out of her clutches.  
 The Artisan let go of her hand and started to walk on ahead, turning backwards to face 
her as he did so.  The light from his eyes grew sharper as the rest of him started to fade. Helena 
realised that she was having to fight to walk.  The Artisan became two bright pins of light, and 
then disappeared.
 Helena panicked as the rock hardened around her, becoming raw and sharp again. Around 
her neck, her gemstone now welded itself to its surroundings.  She was entombed; not crushed 
but with the rock as tight to her skin as to allow.  She could feel the rough face of it scratching and 
tearing her skin if she tried to move.  Frozen now, mid-stride with her legs stuck at twenty minutes 
past five and one arm stretched forward, Helena closed her eyes and cried out. 
 She screamed until her voice severed, but she could hear nothing except the onrushing 
tide.  The water trickled in around her ankles from some unknown crack or fissure.  When Helena 
finally dared to open her eyes, the grey rock that had entombed her had changed again.  She 
could not move her head, but could only stare at the stone inches from her eyes; the minuscule 
formations in the weave of the mineral formed by hundreds of tiny skulls. 

www.jimmicampkin.wordpress.com

www.jimmicampkin.wordpress.com 
https://twitter.com/jimmicampkin
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BY Mark A. King

Y2K_b

 Joseph Cronin is a man of God, a faithful and loyal village priest. 
     His parish sits on the Irish coast overlooking the Atlantic; there is nothing but ocean 

between it and the glorious east coast of America. The sky-gorging mountains are topped in 
powdery snow. They sometimes glow in the crimson sunset like they’re covered in delicate pink 
icing. 

 The village and his church are a haven from the vibrant city. His parishioners trust him; his 
sacred vows protect their sins and shield their secrets. His faith is in the very fabric of his DNA, 
it defines him and everything he does. His parishioners respect and adore him. He resolves family 
conflicts; he is the nucleus of the community. They thank him with gifts—for he has saved them. 
 This is how it was. 
 Joseph Cronin, is a man who happens to be a village priest. His parish sits on the Irish coast; 
it is sand-blasted by relentless toxic winds that feed from the Atlantic. There is nothing but ocean, 
shipwrecks and fallen planes between him and the decimated east coast of America. The storms are 
vengeful and annihilating when they hit land. He rarely sees the mountains, it is impossible to see 
beyond the boarded windows of the church. He only sees the outside through monitors. Through 
shades of night-vision-green, he sees death, piercing gales, horizontal rain and freezing fog—this is 
a godforsaken place. Yet, the village is a refuge from the chaotic, corrupt, polluted and rotting city 
that lies beyond. His parishioners are foolish to trust him—he is disgusted by their squalid secrets 
and his sacred vows are just an elaborate facade. He does not respect their pathetic and mundane 
lives, and he is apathetic to their puerile squabbles. His faith is a prison; a parasite that eats at the 
very fabric of his DNA, a disease he cannot cure. With every waking moment he regrets saving 
them.

*
 It is 1999. 
 If he hears Prince and his frigging lyrics one more time, he’ll scream, or do something much, 
much worse. The event hasn’t happened yet, but he knows with the certainty of taxes and death that it is 
coming—there is nothing anyone can do to stop it. He had a vision. On later reflection, the vision was 
probably incurred after drinking copious amounts of alcohol, and passing out—but visions are visions. 
Nobody ever told shaman their visions were not valid after taking hallucinogenic substances, so why 
should he or anyone doubt a priest? He knew in his heart that it could only be a message from God.
 The Millennium Bug; why did the government and their media cohorts seem so intent on 
dismissing it? Traffic lights not working, planes falling from the skies, toasters blowing up—he hears the 
politicians on the radio say it’s nothing to worry about. There are IT professionals everywhere, on grand-
a-day contracts, screaming that something needs to be done. Everyone is brainwashed into believing 
it’s just some money-making scam created to make the IT contractors obscene amounts of money. What 
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could possibly go wrong? It’s just a number after all.
 He sees cities on fire. Chaos. Rationing. Sickness. Looting. Accident and Emergency departments 
overwhelmed. Police officers that only follow the rules of self-preservation. The cities are war zones, the 
countryside is left to rot and fend for itself.
He wakes hung-over and sore. He siphons money from the collections. He prepares. Buys and stores the 
canned food, water supplies, purification tablets and desalination equipment. Fuel, electricity generators, 
night-vision CCTV cameras, medical supplies, alcohol and some recreational narcotics. Weapons; lots 
and lots of weapons.

*
 After the first few weeks, the banshee wails of the emergency service sirens fell silent. The 
attempts to break into the church became less frequent.
 By March 2000, the global fires are no longer blazing but the ash of crushed humanity 
still smoulders. From the grainy and ethereal-green CCTV night vision feeds, he can tell that the 
vehicles stopped moving many weeks ago. The burnt out and corroded shells haphazardly strewn 
across the streets and fields look like the remnants of scooped-out, incinerated and discarded 
crustaceans. Looking at the world through the safety and detachment of the screen, he thinks 
back, to only a few months ago. He knew it was coming, but the speed surprised him. How did 
it all change so quickly? Was humanity really this near to implosion? Were our base impulses and 
primeval instincts so powerful that our mask of civilisation was simply just a thin membrane of 
pretence? We were quickly overwhelmed.

*
 He remembers Millennium Eve; the twenty-four hour news channels jokingly keeping ‘bug 
watch’ and ‘second-coming watch’. As the clocks turned over across the time zones, the traffic lights in 
New Zealand stopped working, the planes in Australia fell from the sky. Toasters in China electrocuted 
owners. The machines in Russian factories became erratic. Shortly afterwards the entire grid went down. 
Before midnight in Eastern Europe, the TV stations had stopped broadcasting. People are people, and 
they will fight with every fibre of their being to protect themselves and their families.

*
 He stands at the altar. The once radiant and ornate stained glass windows no longer throw 
heavenly spectrums of light; they are forever blotted out by the roughly-sawn plywood sheets; only 
unnatural migraine-inducing halogen bulbs remain. 
 He cakes incense into the thurible, and swings the smoking metallic sphere on its chain, 
like an ancient flail. The incense cascades through the aisles like a toxic miasma, its pungent smoky 
fragrance seeping into every crevice of the church; seemingly stalking Father Joseph as he makes 
his way, slowly, from the altar towards the confessional booths and a decision.
 In the echoed void of the church, he shows no visible signs of the turmoil raging within. He 
stops to light a candle for his father and grandfather, who were both lost in tragic and untimely 
deaths, he lights one for the parishioners who might be facing the same fate.
 The Dark Emperador marble pillars imposingly stand over him, holding up the arched roof. 
Between the arches, finely carved stone cherubim watch with judging faces. Beside the coloured 
votive candles he glances at his reflection in the polished silver concave bowl that is the baptismal 
font. Here the halogen is softened, the wavering ambient candlelight dances around his match-
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stick frame like neon fireflies at dusk, the distorted image in the bowl reminds him of what he has 
become. 
 He tenses and straightens his spindly fingers, exhaling and inhaling through his emaciated 
torso, trying to control his rhythm; if he is to reap the whirlwind onto others he will need to do 
so calmly, they should not know the hour of judgement has come.
 As he rubs at the tiredness, the arms of his purple vestments wave in front of his weary face, 
the elaborate embroidery reminding him that he is a messenger of God, but the space in his sleeves 
also prompt him that he has ample room to conceal the weapons. He passes by Calum, who seems 
to smile at him with misguided loyalty. 
 Calum slurs something to him, in his thick accent. It sounds like, “Howyee dowayn far-
fur.”
 Father Joseph considers his response, as his nose tries to process, then repel the mix of body 
odour, flatulence and stale alcohol, “I am heavenly, my blessed child, Calum,” he musters and 
raises a half-hearted smile.
 Calum manages to nod, he seems to say something about being saved for a purpose, all of 
them being saved, and that God is good to send Father Joseph as their saviour. 
 “I’m sure the Lord will send us a sign,” he replies, moving onwards, before the smell 
overcomes him.  
 He thinks about the innocent parishioners piled outside. Reflects on the city and its squalor. 
Is it any better, here, in this sacred place? He looks at Calum in barely disguised disgust. He gauges 
the sneering local politician, segregating herself from the others like she’s turning left, avoiding 
cattle-class, as she boards a plane. At the regular church-goers that used to go straight from the 
church to the betting shops and bars, even if it was mid-morning mass. Maybe the carnage, the 
fires, the violence, pestilence and complete obliteration of society were meant to happen? Maybe 
it was a biblical plague for a modern godless world? Was he really meant to save them? 
 He reaches the confessional boxes, which look like Victorian versions of shopping mall 
photo-booths. Inside he sees the weapons. Then it comes to him. 
 He realises that those who perpetrate violence in the name of in the name of faith are no 
better than animals. He was given a chance to save these people, perhaps to save himself too. 
He hides the weapons and vows that he will destroy them tomorrow. Today he has been saved. 
Tomorrow they will walk the ruined lands and start to rebuild.
 He smiles. He returns to the altar, calm and assured. Turns on the microphone and starts 
the first reading.
 “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.”

Follow Mark on Twitter

https://twitter.com/Making_Fiction
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BY T.R. Orchulek

We Are Made of Memories

     ‘Though he died over a year ago, his side of the bed was always warm when Catherine woke 
in the mornings. Most days, the sadness didn’t linger long but today was different. She was going 
to see him.

 “Up and at ‘em, Elsa.”
 “Aw, Ma. It’s Saturday.”
 “And what’s today?”
 “I don’t want to…”
 “He’ll want to talk to you. He’s still your father.”
 “No, it’s not Dad. Dad’s a beard, Dad’s a hug. Dad’s a memory.”
 “Exactly. We’re made of memories. And this one wants to talk to you. Out of bed, you daisy 
head.”

*

 The sun took over the living room then came for the kitchen. Catherine set the table. 
Spring time couldn’t come soon enough. The floor was so cold in the mornings, she couldn’t stand 
it.
 “Breakfast.”
 She slid the eggs onto the plates and poured the juice before calling again. Shaking her 
head, she caught her reflection in the hallway mirror and paused. Her hair - a touch grayer than 
last time she’d looked.
 “Last time I’m gonna say it, Els. Breakfast.”
 She poured herself a cup of coffee, blowing on it and setting it down.  She listened for signs 
of the shower but, hearing none, she marched down to Elsa’s room and rapped on the door.
 “C’mon, we’ll be late.”
 The door gave way, creaking open. She felt her way to the drawn black curtains and let the 
light in. Then she pulled back the sheets but the bed was empty. Elsa wasn’t there.
 Catherine opened the bathroom door and gasped at the shock of cold. The window wide 
open. Frost on the mirror, ice in the tub. She slammed it shut, rubbed her arms and looked out 
over the backyard. Footprints in the snow leading out to the street. A note on the sink. 
 It’s not Dad. It’s not him. I’m going to do what you should have done a long time ago. 
 She picked up the kitchen phone but didn’t dial. She had faith but maybe it was for the 
best. Maybe it was all just a dream. A silly dream. 
 She dialed but dropped the receiver and ran from the house.

*
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 Catherine darted through the parking lot, her mind racing. Why would she do it? Would 
she do it?
 She took the stairs two at a time. She fell and sliced her knee but pressed on, blood running 
down her tights. 
 Tenth floor. 
 Out into the hall she tumbled. Doubled over, out of breath, she straightened herself and 
grabbed hold of the nearest nurse’s nylon lapels and pulled her close. Face to face, nostrils flared, 
Catherine found she couldn’t speak for fear of what she might say, what she might sound like. 
They might take suggest she stay awhile. With the other crazies. The man who talks to God, the 
woman with the time traveling son. 
 I would fit right in, Catherine thought. The woman whose daughter erased her husband.
 The fluorescents buzzed overhead. Catherine let the nurse go and fell back against the wall. 
 A doctor with kind eyes and pits in his cheeks approached with his hands raised. The sound 
of his stethoscope banging against his pocket protector oddly hypnotic. He whispered, over and 
over again:
 “It’s alright, it’s alright.  It’s going to be alright.”
 This one, she thought. He might understand. He might tell me the truth.
 “Please, you have to help me,” Catherine stammered. “I…I think she’s going to erase him.”
 “I’m sorry? Ma’am? Are you alright? Nurse, let’s get this woman back to her room.”
 “No, no. Please, it’s my husband. My daughter, I think something awful is going to happen.”
 “Is he a patient here? Is your daughter?”
 “Yes, no. He’s…I don’t know what he is.”
 “Well, alright. How about you? How are you feeling?”
 “Look, it’s my husband, he’s...gone. But they tell me he’s here. I tell myself it’s him but how 
can that be?”
 “Ah, I see. I think I see. Nurse Hunter, will you show Mrs.…”
 “Page.”
 “…Page. Very good. Will you show Mrs. Page to the East wing?”
 “Which way is it?”
 “No, I think it would be best if -”
 “Which way? Tell me, please.”
 “Down the hall to your left. Mind the gap, the wing’s unfinished.”
 Catherine pushed herself up off the wall while her stomach made fists. She was wrong about 
the doctor. His eyes weren’t kind. They were clinical. They had dismantled her within a minute. 
He was probably making notes already. Adding it to a file. 
 Turning on her heels, she promptly ran into an orderly with horrific breath, knocking him 
down and in the process upending a tray of pills in little plastic cups. The pills rained down upon 
them both and scattered across the floor like diamonds. Catherine got up and scrambled over 
the wreckage, crushing the tiny pink pills underfoot. She ran down the long, winding hall, heels 
clicking.
 The hall came to an abrupt end and she teetered over open air for a moment before stepping 
back, feeling wind on her face. Looking out over the gap, she felt like she’d come to the end of the 
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world. The caution tape came down easily enough but she got wrapped up in it and dragged it 
behind her. 
 The wind whipping through the plastic tarps covering the missing windows sounded like 
wailing giants. Screeching banshees. It set her teeth on edge. The only light came from a room at 
the end of the hall. She walked towards it. She didn’t run.
 Wondering if she was too late, hoping it was and also that it wasn’t, in equal measure, her 
heart jack hammering in her ear and her neck and her chest, she reached out for the door handle. 
She heard laughter inside. It was Elsa. She heard Elsa laughing. She pulled her hand back.

*

 “He wants to see you, Mom.”
 Catherine woke from a dream of a painting that used to hang in her Grandmother’s house. 
A cabin in a snowy landscape. A small, blurred figure in the window of the house. Trapped inside, 
the snow piled to the windows. He raises his hand to her. 
The dream ended. 
 Catherine grabbed for her back, felt the cold hard metal of the bench beneath her. Dazed, 
she let Elsa help her to her feet and button her coat up. Bottom buttons first.
 “Don’t be afraid, Mom. You were right. It’s him. It’s Dad.”
 Shaking the sleep off, Catherine looked in her daughter’s eyes. Sparkling blue seas both. 
Elsa tugged her Mother’s hair and smiled.
 “I thought…I don’t know what I thought.”
 “He wants to see you.”
 “But what if…”
 “You remember that bedtime story you guys used to read me? Mr. Slippery’s Slope?”
 “No, I don’t think so…”
 “Well, Dad does. Go on then. It’s him, Mom. It’s really him.”

*

 “What’s it like?”
 “It’s like I’m dreaming…”
 “That sounds nice.”
 “…only I can’t wake up.”
 “Oh, Alex. I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. They said you would live, so I signed the papers. They 
didn’t say anything about…this.”
 “I’m not sorry. I still get to see you. And Elsa.”
 “You were always so sweet.”
 “Were?”
 “Well.”
 “Plug me back in?”
 “I, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean…”
 “No, it’s fine. It’s just time. Plug me back in, please.”
 Catherine didn’t say another word. As terrifying and surreal as the moment was, she didn’t 
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want it to end. She didn’t want to take her eyes from her husband’s pixilated face on the small 
black tablet’s screen, his image refreshing every half second. But she did. Her eyes welling up, she 
turned and took up the cord in her hand. The plug’s silver prongs caught the spark before she 
fitted it all the way in the socket. He was hungry.

Follow Todd on Twitter

https://twitter.com/wisd_e_ome_less
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https://ladylazarus86.wordpress.com/

Faith is... by Kayleigh Brookes

https://ladylazarus86.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/ladylazarus86
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And so
they dragged Prometheus

into a chamber where
stars are silent

and only 
Kings may speak

(who have always considered themselves
higher in Heavenly hierarchy

than Titans,
executors of

Divine Will, defenders of
all faiths that

would keep humanity down)

by Damian Garside

Star Chamber
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Calculate how long you will live without
Googling it. Will you survive until you
reach eighty? You remember your parents
and siblings died when they were younger than
you are now. You look forward to dining
out with your spouse in expensive seafood
restaurants you haven’t been to yet. You
allot time for physical exercise.
You must visit each one of your doctors
more often. At night you have dreams about
jobs you once held, and fret about why these
visions are so disquieting. You are
thankful for opportunities you have
to recite your poems publically;
thankful for those who have inspired you;
thankful you are still productive, neither
stagnating nor despairing, having faith
your life adds up to something more than words.

by John Sweeder

The Mathematics of Faith

 https://jsweeder.wordpress.com/
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Next Month’s Theme:

the anti-hero
An anti-hero or anti-heroine is a main character in a story who lacks conventional heroic 

qualities such as idealism, courage, and morality.

But... most importantly... they are not villains!

Our submission inbox 
(submissions@openingline.org) 

is open NOW and
our deadline is 12th October 2015.

Happy submitting! 


